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James Marcus Tucker: My first question relates to two books that have been recently published, the first 
of which Pamela Paul's Pornified: How Pornography is transforming our lives, our Relationships and our 
families (2005).  In it she highlighted what she sees as the problems of mainstream "pornified" culture, 
she talks about the instant access to pornographic material, the increasing availability of extreme 
imagery, gender inequality, the loss of intimacy it can lead to and so on. And more recently, Bradley 
(Tuck) has reviewed a new book on our website that has been released called After Pornified which takes 
a more sex positive approach, by Anne Sabo. So my first question is, does this idea of a pornified culture 
mean anything to you and if it does, do you think we live in a pornified culture and if so what do you think 
are the problematics of a pornified culture?  
 
Dominic Fox: I was reading Pornified, fairly recently, and in common with Gale Dines' take on these 
things, it seems to centre around addiction analysis, so the biggest problem with pornography that is 
identified, there are others, is addicting, because it replaces normal pleasures, the normal economy of 
pleasures, with something that is too easy, too gratifying and too overwhelmingly gratifying and too 
immediate. Real sex is perhaps harder to get than porn. Pornography is too easy to get at. So it has a lot of 
stories of people who've found porn in some way or another taking over their lives and I am dubious 
about this narrative. As much as, in some respects, I dislike a lot of certain mainstream pornography, I 
think the framing of the discussion of pornography in terms of its addicting effects, has a kind of 
distorting effect on the way we think about it. But also it starts to medicalise it, it starts to bring it into a 
legal terrain. What do we do about addictive substances? We regulate them, we try and protect people 
from themselves and their own desires. And I am simply not convinced by this narrative, I think it is 
possible to addict yourselves to all manner of things. Yes, it is very plausible that the psychological, 
physical and somatical beliefs you can get from  masturbation, access to porn, images and so on might be 
something that you might become unhealthily involved with in various ways. I don't think that is the truth 
of pornography.  You might argue that it is unhealthy in other ways, but that particular model, the 
addiction model is something that has heavily accented by Gale Dines most recently and I think there is 
another narrative coming in here and another way of looking at it. To be honest, it reminds me too much 
of the legal regulations of drugs and as a long standing fan of William Burroughs, the way in which, once 
you start identifying the problem and you spawn agencies and interest groups and moral entrepreneurs 
and various things to try and tackle it, it never stops. And I don't think porn is anything we need to be 
protected from in that way, because it will have those kind of effects on us. That is my main response to 
that book anyway.  
 
Sarah Harman: I think a lot of those stories in there are hinged on families, so you get the very hard-
working, the productive father who is drawn into this addiction to pornography and his marriage breaks 
down and his family breaks down because of pornography, because he is not strong enough to fight 
against it. We really need to think through those stories. What are they supporting? As well as what are 
they in opposition to? 
 
James: (To Alex) You are nodding in agreement there.  
 
Alex Dymock: Yes, I think there is definitely something in those narratives, that the family can be 
perverted, I suppose, lose its weight and its power in contemporary culture. I think that's the 
overwhelming narrative of the pornification debate. And I think it also fits into a wider discussion of the 
sexualisation of culture and I am not sure we can specifically say that pornography, however we define it - 
and I am sure that we all have different definitions of what porn is - I am not sure we can just put it down 
to internet pornography which is what Gale Dines tends to focus on. We need to understand what we 
mean by pornography before we can think about the pornification of culture.  
 
James Marcus Tucker: Interesting point, thank you.  



 
Frances Hatherley:  I was just thinking in terms of people's everyday sex lives, I think that, when I was a 
teenager we had internet that was like chug... chug... chug..., so it was like, you couldn't watch porn on it, 
but you know younger generations, of all kinds of sexualities, you watch it and you learn certain 
behaviours, so when you start having sex for the first time you are expecting things to work in a certain 
way. Not in terms of coming to the culture, but in terms of individuals experiencing of nascent sexualities 
in the way that you are sometimes performing something. You perform things you see, but then you grow 
out of that and then you start to behave as you want to behave and hopefully sexually as well. In that way, 
I think that your own sexual experience can be pornified, but I am not sure about social, cultural 
pornification. 
 
James: Well in terms of how the pornification idea of pornography influences or colonises our own wider 
culture, there is the opposite, I suppose, of how the culture and the dominant ideology feeds into the 
pornography itself. Mainstream pornography is just a reflection of that dominant ideology. My next 
question would be about alternative or marginal pornography, so it could be queer pornography, LGBT 
pornography, it could be trans pornography, whatever. I am also thinking about, you mention the 
internet, the rise of homemade DIY porn,  which, from what I am told is having an effect on the porn 
industry as well. Do these marginal or amateur pornographies have a liberating potential or offer an 
antidote to the problems that are perceived in mainstream pornography, or, on your blog Dominic, you 
use the words, is it just “tinkering with the formula”? 
 
Dominic: I am unconvinced by ethical consumerism as a political response to anything, so I am not 
convinced that you can take pornography, say, mainstream pornography, and simply pretty it up or 
attempt to improve its representation of bodies or attempt to make it nicer in various ways, I think you 
don't really disturb what I call, maybe slightly pretentiously, the axioms of porn by doing that. I think it is 
possible to suspend or vary some of the invariants of these obsessions of porn and you might produce 
something different, but then you are doing something that is not exactly pornography. And this is a 
question that people keep circling back to, it is one of definition. I think it is possible to have a clear 
definition of porn, but then you will find that there is a lot of stuff that is somewhere around the margins 
of it, or it is porn, but it is porn that is modifying or suspending one of the kinds of invariants of porn. And 
the interesting question is whether this stuff still functions in the same way mainstream pornography 
functions, whether it is received in the same way, used in the same way. Which is perhaps  a question to 
do with audience, maybe audience has changed as well. We tend assume a very stable audience for porn 
and a very stable form which is delivered to them, which makes my analysis assume that stability. But this 
is cultural reproduction, this is media and all kinds of people watch all kinds of things for all kinds of 
purposes, so it is very difficult to be categorical about it. And when you start trying to put together the 
categorical definition of porn, which is something I have been trying to do, you do leave whole other 
hostages to fortune, because at any moment you may be confronted by something that doesn't do what 
you say it always does. This is to be expected, because it is always possible to do that. So while I am not 
that convinced by ethical pornography, sort of "vegan porn" or whatever, as an attempt to assuage 
peoples anxieties about porn, I think in some ways, anything that kind of does what porn does ought to 
generate some anxiety as part of its functioning. It may be possible to use a kind of non-pornography or 
something that clones pornography and copies something about it, but then modifies others of its traits, I 
don't know if that is necessary going to be liberatory or automatically political.  
 
Frances: A guilt-free pornography... 
 
Dominic: I think guilt-free pornography is about as possible as guilt-free sex, there will always be at least 
a spectre of it. So I am not saying everybody's guilty about sex, but it is very difficult to remove that 
spectre altogether or to banish it altogether. It is a complicated area. One of the problem with people is 
that they want to simplify things.   
 
Sarah: But by saying mainstream porn are you not simplifying things? I mean you haven't defined porn... 
 
Dominic: I don't know, this is one of those things if you go into a sex shop and ask for pornography there 
are certain expectations of what you will get.  
 
Sarah: Why would you go into a sex shop? 
 



Alex: Most people will look for pornography online in the privacy of their own home.  
 
Sarah: Be specific about what you mean. 
 
Dominic: or if you go along to Porntube or one of a number of sites and you look for what is front and 
centre in those things, again it is difficult to categorically define the mainstream... 
 
Alex: But I think the category of what mainstream pornography is is constantly changing, particularly 
now, when what we consider to be the mainstream industry in porn valley has pretty much collapsed. 
People are doing... there is webcaming, there is 4chan, all these different forms of pornography are 
coming to effect... and I think, therefore, it is very difficult to pin down what is mainstream, what are 
people viewing. I don't think it is possible to say we know what people are doing.  
 
Sarah: I think traditionally we would have thought about DVDs and the market and which sold the most 
would be the most mainstream porn, but we are living in a really different age where there is so many 
different means of accessing it, so many different types of pornography. Can we think of mainstream 
pornography? And if it is reliant on reiterating mainstream ideologies, then is that the most consumed or 
is that the most obvious? 
 
Dominic: Maybe the most visible, but it depends on where you are looking. 
 
Frances: Yeah, exactly. I think that when you are talking about mainstream you are talking about...you 
particularly Dominic, are talking about cum on your face, heterosexual porn, stilettos, blond hair... you 
know what I mean, it is quite a narrow idea of... 
 
Dominic: In a way it is always quite an anachronistic term. If you are talking about the porn industry you 
are talking about the porn industry of a few of years ago, because, as you say, that is very much in flux, it 
is actually very hard to make money the way people made money a few years ago in porn.   
 
Alex: And I think those sites like Redtube and Porntube, what you see on those sites is generally material 
that was made 7-8 years ago. It is not really stuff that is being made though production of pornography 
today.  
 
Sarah: It is just a simple remark, what you see on the landing site, how is it being ordered? Is it ratings? Is 
it most views? Those sites have a variety of porn. 
 
Dominic: The criteria, because they are based on a rating system, so the most popular within a given 
category, there will also be a subcategory. 
 
Frances: Also newest? 
 
Dominic: Yes. 
 
Frances: but then newest could be... 
 
Alex: If it has been uploaded as a clip, again it will be ten years old, but again a lot of stuff that is on those 
sites is not stuff that is being made in 2012 or even 2010, it is being made in 2004/2005. Also the way 
bodies look, for example, changes with genre and trends I suppose, where for instance, ten years ago in 
the majority of, I guess you might categorise as mainstream pornography, you would see no pubic hair 
and blond and again I think that has changed over the last ten years. So I think it is very difficult to pin 
down a specific mainstream image of what pornography is.  
 
Dominic: Certainly it is useful to compare, even if you don't know much about what is contemporary, is to 
look at what 80s porn looks like and then look at what 90s porn looks like.  
 
Alex: Absolutely! 
 
Dominic: What kinds of bodies, what kinds of gestures, what kinds of scenarios, what kinds of furniture 
and it's an interesting fact that... although I am sure there are people that are specifically turned on by late 



seventies porn films, I think it is almost a bit outré.  I remember a psychiatrist blogger saying that 70s 
porn, he found it absolutely unsexy, I mean maybe it beats bestiality, I mean, that was the level of 
repulsion. 
 
Frances: I think it is actually quite funny. That is what I think is the charming thing about 70s porn - there 
is some humour there, a kind of funness, a lightness about sex, you know the aggression of, dare I say it, 
mainstream porn, the aggressive, screamy, aggressive sex face. In seventies porn it is quite fun and cute. It 
changes, and I don't know, I don't think it is unsexy for that, I think it depends on what you think sexy is. 
 
Sarah: I think on the one hand, it is linking into what was happening politically about peoples sexual 
identity. Also a sense of seventies porn as being heralded because actually it is linked in with the people 
who are talking about it and writing about it are reminiscing  nostalgically on their own childhood, ...their 
own childhood? ...their own teenagehood and own introduction to pornography and how it seemed softer, 
and soft lit and less aggressive. But I wouldn't argue that one is better than the other.  
 
Alex: And Sarah's work alludes to this, there is this new category of pornography which is porn parody, 
which I guess plays off of those seventies aesthetics and perhaps sensibilities of pornography.  
 
Sarah: Actually I would go against that. 
 
Alex: Oh really? 
 
Sarah: Yeah, because when you think about 70s pornography you think of the market as saying "we can 
do porn quick, oh Brilliant, do it, have a very quick turn over", but actually when we look at porn and 
parodies, they are actually much more complex in terms of the narrative of porn, they have a lot of 
complicated relationships to sex. They have high budget, high production values.  
 
Frances: Are they as long as feature films? 
 
Sarah: They can be longer.  
 
Frances: Really?! So what percentage is sex scenes and what is narrative? 
 
Sarah: Of the ones I have looked at and I haven't really done a massive research of this, what is 
interesting about porn parodies is when you watch the trailers actually you are seeing the narrative. You 
very rarely see the sex and there is a kind of safe-for-work version and a non safe-for-work version and 
on Youtube, certainly, you are looking at the narrative and the oh, well it is exactly like my favourite 
programme, my favourite film, but it alludes to the sexuality. Actually when you sit down, the narrative is, I 
wouldn't like to be quoted on it, even though it is being recorded, but I suppose the narrative makes for a 
quarter. The sex scenes are very long and drawn out, but the narrative that is there is not an accidental 
narrative. 
 
Dominic: I was thinking about nostalgia as well, there is definitely a genre of article about porn in which 
the writer starts by reminiscing about finding magazines in the bushes and then typically bemoans the 
way that porn is so much more accessible and usually a lot nastier than it used to be. I think one of the 
things about Gail Dines, for example, is the assumption that there has to be a one way push. Porn has to 
become more extreme and it has to become nastier and nastier, because that is what the audience really 
wants. And again I think this is a very false assumption, I don't think gonzo is the telos of porn, what it will 
all end up becoming. I think, it is a moment, a moment of commercial desperation, but it is not what porn 
must eventually become.  
 
Alex: When we talk about pornography responding to the dominant narratives of culture, if there is a 
narrative about porn addiction, and Gale Dines' narrative is the more you are addicted to porn the more 
extreme porn has to go. I do wonder where there is a kind of correspondence with that kind of work, you 
know. They almost feed into that idea that there is a slippery slope and therefore of course we have to 
produce more porn that is...  
 
James: ...pushing and pushing at the boundaries.  
 



Alex: Yeah. 
 
Dominic: It might be the direction of research if you are Andrea Dworkin in the 80s, you start with what 
is in front of you and then you delve and then you start delving down into, from your perspective, the 
worst.  
 
Frances: But what is in front of you is just this much. Do you like actions films? You might not like 
mainstream action films, but there are a lot of action films, vast varied type of action film. So we could 
look at what has come out in the last year and it is all shit, for example, but there could be loads of 
underground action films. It is tricky, because if you do your research on stuff you just found, you may be 
missing a whole load of other stuff that doesn't do what you say all this stuff does.  
 
Sarah: But also when you dig down, “down” is an interesting idea because it is below. Below accepted, 
below conventions and attitudes and I think you are finding quite niche material and then to make grand 
claims about it informing everything above it is problematic.  
 
Dominic: I mean the addiction narrative says you start with the soft stuff and then you go on to the hard 
stuff. How you define what makes the hard stuff harder and the way you define it as softer and harder. 
And with that analysis of porn it is always in terms of increased aggression, increased violation or the 
performance of violation, the stating of violation. Pornography, where the idea of violation is intrinsic to it 
or how it is meant to work. And this gets into all sorts of problems when you get into BDSM where part of 
the fantasy is humiliation. But it can't be passed straight forwardly as aggression, because these are very 
constructed and deliberate scenes and there is a masochistic impulse as well as, possibly a sadistic 
impulse. And yes, I think there is a problem with adopting that very teleological view of where porn is 
going. I think nostalgia is very much part of that narrative, you look back to it being softer or easier or 
whatever. 
 
Frances: Softer and slower, as opposed to harder and faster. Louder.  
 
James: This actually fits into my next question because I was looking into the current law around extreme 
pornography.  It is covered under section 63 of the Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008, which 
criminalises possession of what it considers extreme pornography. One of the things that will determine 
whether it is extreme of not is the idea of bodily injury and harm. There have been cases over the years, 
previous to this current law, and under it, where people have been taken to court where they have been 
found with particular imagery that has been considered injurious, for example fisting scenes, or there 
was, in 1994, the Operations Spanner case where a group of gay men were sent to jail apparently for 
making a group S&M video... 
 
Alex: Sorry, that's offences against the person act, not porn per se.  
 
James: Okay fine, it was GBH wasn't it? 
 
Alex: ABH, I think, Miles would know. Was it ABH or GBH?  
 
Miles (from Audience): ABH 
 
James: Thank you, I suppose my question, is around this question of what is acceptable for public 
consumption. So, the torture porn genre is considered acceptable for public consumption, and war images 
or the images of Abu Ghraib would not be considered unacceptable for people to see. But once it is 
couched in the context of sexual arousal it suddenly becomes problematic.  Why is this differentiation the 
only one that counts?  It seems as though the context is being criminalised rather than the content itself.  
 
Sarah: I think Alex can really go on with this, but I wanted to say first of all. You are talking about the 
reportage of war footage and I think it is really worth bearing in mind the regulations of television, when 
news is being reported, the audiences and the purposes of it and educational information verses 
entertainment. 
 
James: Sure.  
 



Alex: And looking at the law in the past and the whole issue of the Obscene Publications Acts, which is to 
do with distributing pornography or extreme images, there is a specific defense which is written into the 
act which is to do with material having public utility or cultural value and that's got a complete defense in 
those circumstances. In that case, with something like Abu Ghraib, you could say something about the 
material being in the public interest. And that is why, I would guess, it wouldn't exactly fit into the 
category of obscenity, because there would be a complete defense over its utility. 
 
James: So it is about cultural value. But I guess that is what I am getting at. It just feels a little like if you 
are seeing people having sex and it seems to be considered injurious, it is not acceptable. For example, 
when I was thinking about these questions, I saw a boxing match that was on television.  Well there is 
blood, someone got knocked out and I thought, what is the cultural value there? 
 
Alex: This is precisely what my work is leading towards. I am just starting working on the idea of..um.. 
mixed martial arts actually, comparing that to BDSM and  the idea of harm and how we understand one 
sort of action as having a particular utility and how we understand another as having no utility in terms of 
social value. In the Brown case, in the Spanner case, the House of Lords judgment was hinged upon the 
idea of extreme sports as violence as having a utility because the violence was there to achieve something. 
It is there to achieve a grounded result. What they would say about material that is covered under 63 of 
the Criminal Justice and Immigration Act is that it doesn't have a utility because there is no end pleasure, 
or end result to this kind of material. It is just simply for the sake of harm.  It is very strange, it is a very 
very bizarre differentiation to make. I have major kinds of issues with it.  
 
Sarah: Just if you don't mind me interjecting and summarising for those who aren't familiar with it. 
Boxing was cited as acceptable, because you can box and you can injure each other, but you are not going 
to be responsible for it. It is not harm. But actually, when it becomes sexualised and personal... 
 
Alex: There is also the issue that sports are regulated within the sport. There are rules around sport. But 
you know, there are grey areas even in mixed martial arts if you're in a practice space and you are 
practicing those things there is no rules and regulation system that would go over that practice. I think 
there is a similar dynamic going on with a practice like asphyxiation, which would be covered by the act. 
We would say “what are the rules around this?” and there are no rules and regulations around this, it is 
down to the individuals couples to negotiate that.  
 
Sarah: So it is very much the personal and the public space, who is watching and who is consuming it. 
And certainly all that regulation is dependent on who is viewing the boxing match and... 
 
Alex: But it also feeds into the Gail Dines pornification of culture. I think section 63 feeds into the idea 
that there is a slippery slope. That if one watches these images one will be therefore interested in 
performing those acts and perhaps this kind of pornography also has a function of abuse against the 
people taking part in it. And it is apparently trying to do something about their human rights and the idea 
of torture that might happen in those.... 
 
Sarah: It's to protect the public. 
 
Alex: It is to protect the public, but it is also supposedly to protect the performers. That was part of the 
consultation anyway, but I think it is far more interested in protecting the public. 
 
Sarah: And this extreme notion of what the public wants, what the public is, what they do and that they 
will take up anything they see and they will enact it.  
 
Frances: If you watch some extreme S&M and you go home and do it, that is not allowed, and afterwards, 
children, people of all ages are allowed to watch boxing and it is on television and will quite often re-enact 
it. So it is like one is a pleasure you are allowed to have and the other is a pleasure you are not allowed to 
have.  
 
Sarah: You might enact it, but it would still be assault, right? 
 
Alex: I don't know, it depends on the circumstances and where they are boxing. All the rest of it. whether 
it is a class or on the street. If they are going to do it on the street, then obviously. Yeah.  



 
Dominic: I am captivated now by the idea that you might have a public body, establishing all kinds of 
rules and regulations for autoerotic asphyxiation, to assuage peoples anxieties. There  are rules as there 
are rules for cricket.   
 
Sarah: But there is and it is assumed by these elected members. They are making these decisions on 
behalf of the public with very little consultation. 
 
Alex: I think, one of the interesting things about how the act has been enacted, is that there has been, in 
the few cases that have been defended by a member of our audience, in fact he is an obscenity lawyer, 
there has been actual discussion in the court room, which is something I am really interested in, on what 
pornography actually is. There is a very specific idea of pornography in the legal sphere that doesn't 
necessarily work in any other sphere of discussion about porn. The legal definition of pornography is 
material that is made primarily for sexual gratification. I would say. Would you agree? 
 
Miles (From audience): Principally or solely for the purposes of sexual arousal.  
 
Alex:  Principally or solely for the purposes of sexual arousal. 
 

James: I would like to move onto the aesthetic values of pornography now.  And I will start with a quote 

from queer theorist Lee Edelman which appeared in the Porno edition the German magazine Text for Art: 

 

"Pornography, in order to count as such, can have no redeeming or aesthetic value except insofar as it 

poses a challenge to the value of the aesthetic.... \\The porneme, the essential unit of pornography, the 

fundamental element of its resistance to cultural law, is banished by interpretation, disappearing as soon 

as we try to elicit a cultural profit from it...\\ The porneme refuses ... sentiment, offering in its place the 

mindless, machine-like pulsations of the drive - the drive whose automatism inverts the elevations of the 

sublime" 

 

Simply, his argument seems to be that pornography, to count as such must have no cultural - and thus 

aesthetic readability or value.   He goes on to say, that as such, pornography is always "queer".  Do you 

agree? If porn is to have any redeeming artistic, cultural or humanistic "value", can it be considered porn 

any longer? 

 

Sarah: I would ask the question, what is cultural value?  It is fundamentally a cultural product, it is of 

culture, like art, like poetry, like literature - and as we live in a commercial culture, a commercial product.  

So perhaps the question should be, what is cultural value and, if we return to this imagined public, what 

does it offer, how is it improving their lives, how is it educating them?  The "value" is supposed by the 

person that is viewing. 

James: Does the quote assume that the consumption of pornography is merely a private endeavour, as 

opposed to, say, cinema and television which is imagined to be more public?  Does that assumption affect 

your analysis? 

Sarah: There is obviously a culture that surrounds pornographic consumption that assumes it must be 

solo, independent, guilt ridden.  Something you don't discuss and share.  But as a cultural product, I don't 

know why we should assume that the audience would consume it differently than anything else - is there 

some inherent quality of the text that suggests they should? 

Dominic: The assumption is the porn viewing unit is either individuals or couples, very seldom any more 

expansive than that.  That might be empirically, broadly true, but in Times Square prior to it being 

cleaned up, people would spend a lot of time... 

Sarah: In the 70s yes. 



Dominic: That's a culture which has slipped away, partly because of regulation and partly because of the 

internet being the primary method of delivery.  The idea of it being a solitary or locally focussed activity is 

perhaps relatively new. 

Alex: When I think of the literature on Section 63 regarding pornography, one of the narratives that has 

come out in defence of the act is to do with the cultivation of "human flourishing".  That feeds into the 

questions: what is well-being?  What do we think about as being human flourishing?  Does it always have 

to be a communicative idea of humanity, or is it something individualistic? 

Sarah: Why is it required?  Why do we have to "flourish"?  Are we closed buds? 

Dominic: I like in Edelman's definition, that the idea that porn is somehow subtractive.  That whatever 

you think cultural value is, it is against it. 

Frances: But then if you applied these rules to all entertainment, to literature, to art, you'd have lots of 

problems: is this good for you?  Will you flourish by watching this film or reading this book?  I think we 

should use the same rules for pornography as anything else.  How can we judge what is valuable or 

useful? Lots of the films we watch may not be "good" for us; they could perhaps instil racist attitudes or 

sexist attitudes.  

Sarah: Yes, I would definitely like to return to the idea that if we are going to avoid addiction narratives, 

and avoid a very simple idea of who the audience is, then we need to understand that there is no "public", 

it is made up of individuals, with individual backgrounds, politics and interests, and different readings of 

what they are watching.  The idea that, for example, you can't watch Love Actually, and have a different 

view other than accepting the story - "oh god, I must go and have a straight relationship, earn loads of 

money and..." 

Alex: Marry the Prime Minister! 

Sarah: I really don't think it's as simple as that.  I think there is too much emphasis placed upon dominant 

readings of texts as reinforcing dominant ideas.  But I would say we should have as broad a definition of 

pornography as possible: as many voices and political perspectives as possible from the people making 

them, but this also applies to audiences in how and why they consume. 

Dominic: The only objection I would have is that, if you are talking about contesting dominant readings, 

then you must have some notion of a dominant reading.  So you do still need some concept of a hegemony, 

or a notion of a mainstream view or mainstream response.  Maybe, quite often when people invoke these 

things, they are actually hallucinations of some kind - that we assume that everyone else sees things in a 

certain way, but that only I - as a critical reader, or a queer reader - have this critical or unusual reading.  I 

think it is a difficult thing, how you identify dominant interpretations and publics.  I wouldn't want to say 

they don't exist at all and that we are all atomised and have totally individual ways of looking at things 

because I do think there are such things as hegemonic discourses.  But that analysis has to be at the level 

of discourse I guess.  You can't get from that directly into hypothesising about peoples' psychology, or 

what watching porn will do to this person. 

Sarah: Coming from a film studies perspective, we do talk to audiences, we do ask them.  We don't simply 

put some psychological hypothesis upon them.  In pornographic studies we keep seeing all these 

addiction narratives - self-selecting these fathers, families, "productive" members of society, when really 

we should be broadening out to ask, when they land on certain porn tube websites, what are they 

watching, what are they getting from it?  Are they watching things they don't enjoy, are they trying to find 

something that they do?  Are these sites actually popular?  Just to get a more nuanced idea of porn 

viewing.  It doesn't mean that dominant ideologies don't exist, but I think it's a little more complicated 

than it has tended to be represented. 



James: Perhaps in Edelman's case then, he is hallucinating an idea of what "the social" actually is, in order 

to posit pornography against it? 

 

Dominic:  Edelman is very good at identifying the things about "normal" sociality that he doesn't like.  

And he is very funny when he attacks them.  But his view of what normal sociality is - particularly the 

heterosexual couple, the child, reproductive futurism and so on - is a very particular view of "normality".  

I wouldn't say that corresponds to what "normality" is for me. 

James: In the sequence of film clips we showed before this discussion, we included 2 clips from the film 

Dirty Diaries (2009) - a collection of thirteen pornographic short films made by Swedish feminists .  It was 

partly funded by the Swedish Film Institute and became the first pornographic film to be partly funded by 

government funds.  Firstly do you think the state can ever have a positive role to play in the production or 

dissemination of pornography, and secondly, is it even desirable?  Do we wish for further incursions by 

the state into our private psycho-sexual domain?  

Dominic: If you think of porn as potentially educative, I can see how the state might decide that in some 

ways we are unhealthy and that it can promote healthy sexuality through porn - I can see that as a 

potential rationale - I'm not sure if it was in this particular case.  It may have been more a question of 

promoting progressive or even slightly marginal perspectives. Also if the state is interested in the idea of 

the open society and having more academic conversations, then that is sometimes the rationale for 

promoting more marginalised positions.  That is something Channel 4 used to be about.  Remember that?  

I could see Channel 4 producing fairly explicit material, under its original mandate. 

Frances:  I suppose it depends on the state - what is its agenda for promoting a certain thing, and who are 

the people deciding on it. 

Sarah:  Channel 4 was originally set up to allow voices that hadn't previously been heard, but it still has 

commercial restrictions,  audiences and advertisers.  So it has to be responsible to Ofcom and compliance 

as well.  So what we see on TV is not simply a representation of the state and state's control, but there are 

many factors that are influencing.  There is the watershed that controls what is and isn't acceptable at 

such-a-such a time.  There is a presumed audience of children that might watch and it would be a 

terrifying, perverting experience. 

Dominic: I could imagine an organisation like yours (One+One) successfully applying for state funding 

for what screening what we have screened here today.  It's like the CIA funding progressive arts - the 

State has all sorts of weird reasons for wanting to do things, sometimes.  I tend to suspect its motives in 

most cases. 

Alex: The Arts Council fund, for instance, some theatre productions that have some notions or aesthetics 

of the pornographic in them.  But it isn't funding them because they thing its pornographic - it may just 

have those elements in them.  I'm aware that in other countries in Europe they might fund more explicitly 

pornographic material.  Here, it's from the Arts Council so they are obviously attributing some use value 

to it. 

James: I was discussing the notion of feminist and radical pornography with a friend of mine recently, 

and interestingly I found quite a lot of resistance to the notion of a sort of "politically corrected" 

pornography. He felt as if people were somehow telling him what he should find desirable. Can 

pornography that states itself as being part of a broader cultural agenda  (feminism, gender equality etc) 

manage to turn the tables, if it runs the risk of being interpreted as preachy/didactic in demanding what 

should be considered sexy or desirable. 



Frances:  I don't think you can be turned on by something because it is PC.  But I think it is good to have 

access to lots and lots of different types of porn.  I think we learn how to desire to a certain extent.  And it 

isn't just a private thing, because quite often you do have sex with another person!  

Sarah:  I think it depends on your politics.  How you feel about dominant ideology, the family, 

heterosexuality etc..  Everything will inform it. 

 

Alex: I think it was Andrea Dworkin who said that pornography does have a pedagogic function, but in a 

negative sense obviously. So my question is that if it can have a negative educational effect, then why 

could it not also have a positive one.  But I'm not sure there is an activism that can be achieved through 

the genre of pornography as it is produced today.  It is more about the mode of cultural production that 

may be problematic. 

Dominic: If someone said "feminist pornography" to me, I would ask, "which feminist?"  There have been 

tremendous disagreements within feminism over what the "good" and the "valuable" is in sexuality, as 

well as what the "bad" is in sexuality.  Also whether or not it is even meaningful to try to define a kind of 

correct orientation of sexuality. Some areas of feminism are not interested, or aggressively against the 

idea that you should try to establish political goodness, through norms, through normative ideas.  Gayle 

Rubin, though in some ways departing from feminism as she did so, was fairly adamant that whenever 

you start setting up a zone of good sex, and thus an outer realm of bad sex, you have already done 

something politically problematic and comes down on the side of stigmatising and excluding and 

marginalising people.  So yes, tell me your feminist politics and I will tell you of a pornography that might 

or might not be compatible with it. 

Frances: Take a room of ten feminists, say, and asks them all what turns them on.  You can't really have a 

feminist porn because perhaps, someone may find it arousing whilst the next would find it insulting.  It 

runs into the problem that it may start to dictate the kinds of sex you should have as a feminist.  In some 

ways its quite impressive that they did fund Dirty Diaries.  I assumed it would be a 60s or 70s work such 

as I am Curious Yellow and Blue, because of all the Swedish erotica of the time. 

Dominic: Belonging to a more optimistic moment. 

James: Previous debates, particularly in the 70s, around pornography were a very binary argument - 

pro/anti.  Now, in 2012/13, how has this debate changed, and where do you think it should go from here?  

In the era of amateur porn, digital technology, the pornography industry's decline, what are the new areas 

that should be dissected and discussed? 

Frances: The thing that troubles me is real sex is narrative cinema.  Yet, one of my favourite scenes is in 

Barbara Hammer's Nitrate Kisses, which is part documentary, part fiction, you have two women having 

real sex.  I really liked that scene, so I don't know quite where I stand on this.  It's complicated and 

sometimes I think it is used for the sake of transgression or the excitement around being transgressive, 

and actually there is no point in making it real sex.  Sex in cinema, is interesting. 

James: To me that plays into the question of authenticity.  When you watch amateur porn, on XTube for 

example, it is different than watching studio pornography where the performers have been paid to 

perform.  Does that new sense of authenticity change the debate somewhat? 

Frances: There's something about emotional labour for actors.  You are an actor who is used to 

simulation, and then you are told that you are going to be penetrated or penetrate someone else, and I 

think it pushes your emotional labour further.  We have had porn actors, and narrative actors, and now 

we are sometimes putting them together, they are enacting something out of their comfort zone perhaps. 



Sarah: But there is a contract.  You are assuming that an actor just turns up on set one day and is told that 

they are going to be penetrated.  The actors know exactly what they are going to do, they negotiate it, and 

often use it for publicity themselves. 

Alex: Shia LaBeouf, in the new Lars Von Trier film really wanted that role because it contained real sex, 

because he wanted to put that out there. 

Frances: But actors and actresses end up doing things because if you don't, you're not going to work in 

Hollywood... 

Alex: But you could say that at any level of acting to be honest... 

Sarah: You could say that in any single job, especially where you don't have a strong union and contract, 

sense of self identity and limits, and you can be exploited. 

Frances: But that does show that the work place in itself is an exploitative place. 

Sarah: Of course, but I think as an actor in Hollywood you are going to encounter that a lot less than in the 

aisles of Tesco because names have power.  They dictate what they will or won't do.  Actors starting out 

their careers may be different but they can still fundamentally choose what they will or will not do.  They 

can always quit if they feel they have to compromise their own personal limits. 

Dominic: That is already there - if you look at Björk being put through the ringer by Lars Von Trier in 

Dancer In The Dark.  There's no physical penetration involved but it's obviously a very gruelling 

performance.  You'll always have to worry, to what extent is the director bullying.  It'll be interesting to 

work out why it is different in the case of pornography.  I kind of feel viscerally that it is different but I 

have never been able to give a very satisfactory account of why that is.  Coming back to the question, that 

would be an interesting discussion: why do we think sex is somehow different?  When I say "we", I mean 

some people, but quite a lot of people.  It is there in the background of a lot of discussions about sex work 

and pornography.  Often I feel people are talking past each other on this subject -  what you have is 

someone who feels strongly that there is a difference talking with someone for whom there is not that 

difference.  That difference in sensibility is an interesting one.  It stymies a lot of discussion.  I know that I 

am on one side of this, and am baffled by those who don't feel the same way as me. 

Alex: And I don't understand your position. I simply don't understand why sex is this special, sacred 

realm... 

Dominic: The way I put it is this; sex, when you are not actually aroused or interested, to me, is weird and 

gross.  Sex is not weird and gross... 

Alex: I've worked as a secretary for a doctor in psychiatry and I hate psychiatry.  I found that gross and 

disturbing. There are so many areas of labour where one could encounter the same precise emotion.  I 

think there is a real problem in positioning sex as something sacred.  I think historically that has been 

problematic, and particularly problematic to women.  Sex as something that is special, and needs to be 

protected and cushioned by the state. 

Dominic: But I don't think it's about sacredness.  For example, Kat Banyard argues that sex workers have 

an awful lot of unwanted sex, which is not necessarily the same thing as non-consensual.  She makes that 

distinction very interestingly.  She then goes on to say that the long term outcome of this is psychological 

damage, post traumatic stress disorder and so on.  To me that has an automatic plausibility. 

Alex: But why is that more so than being abused in a any other work place?  Surely emotional and bodily 

labour can come in all sorts of formats. 



Dominic: I don't propose to be able to answer your question, but coming back to the initial question, that 

is where I think one of the big tangles is, where there is this mutual incomprehension.  It's certainly 

difficult for me to get over this particular knot of feelings and assumptions.  My basic idea about how 

people work, about your basic relationship to your body and so on, can condition how I see all of these 

things. 

James: Is there something to be said for society's view of the work?  Someone working in Tesco, for 

example, may be just as exploited and unhappy in their job as a sex worker, yet they don't have the same 

social stigma attached to their work as a sex worker or porn performer does.  Can this make it harder for 

a sex worker than for others in similarly un-wanted jobs positions.   

Dominic: Yes there is an element of social death - there are so many people you cannot tell what you do.  

Some people deal with that by being brazen about it and being as public about it as they can - which is one 

way of refusing to be shamed, and I think very courageous in its way.  So yes, the way society views and 

treats  sex workers is certainly socially harmful to them.  It is very difficult to be placed in that position, I 

presume. 

 


